Heating and AC Company Hires New Sales Member to Team
San Diego company Precision Air Inc., grows to meet demands for quality 24-hour service in the
area.
Precision Air Inc has hired a new team member to its growing staff. Michael Amodeo originally
from Waterbury, CT brings his 15 years of professional sales experience and almost 10 years of
service in the HVAC industry. Amodeo will assist clients with the wide variety of services
Precision Air Inc. offers.
Precision Air installs residential and commercial air conditioning equipment, to include the
ductless mini splits. With over 250 sunny and partly sunny days in San Diego, it is one of the
top-ranking US cities for sunshine, according to the National Climatic Data Center. Most
recently serving the Phoenix, Arizona area, Amodeo is familiar with sunshine and the need for
air conditioning. Air conditioning units are regulated appliances for energy
consumption. Precision Air provides expert maintenance and repair for all systems, ventilation
systems, industrial and commercial split AC units. They do annual inspections allowing a
technician to identify dirty coils and burned out contractors that can affect energy efficiency or
before they cause long term damage.
“I am very passionate about serving customers by helping them improve the quality of life in
their homes,” says Michael Amodeo, Precision Air’s new Senior Field Manager. “I joined
Precision Air because we share the same values such as the customer is always the priority
and to treat others with respect, no matter who they are or where they come from. Working in
San Diego, providing customers with quality products and quality craftsmanship, and having the
support that I do with everyone at Precision Air, really makes my work life ideal and gives me
the opportunity that I’ve always desired.”
With experience in being a part of over 1,000 home construction projects, Amodeo and the team
at Precision Air can also assist in heating repair and installation of all types of systems including
gas furnaces, heat pumps and commercial boilers. The average temperature during January in
San Diego is 59 degrees. Precision Air can reduce the frustration of older heating equipment
performing poorly with comprehensive maintenance, tune ups, and inspections to make a home
or business more comfortable during the winter months. Precision Air will come to your home or
business and provide a free estimate and evaluation for energy efficient heating system
replacements and new installations.
Located in Encinitas, CA, Precision Air Inc., serves all of San Diego County. They offer 24-hour
emergency service. For more information, to contact their new Field Manager, or to schedule
an appointment, please go to: https://precision-ac.com/ or call (760) 858-8000

